
Find the most bugs hiding under the leaves
in this creepy crawly counting game

Bug HuntersBug Hunters

Contents •  24 leaf/bug cards  •  4 four-piece bug jigsaws  •  1 spinner board  •  1 two-part spinner arrow        
(separate the plastic arrow from the base and attach to the spinner board)  •  1 fact file/checklist board

Setting up the game

Spread all the leaf cards, bug side down, 
on the table. This is the ‘compost pile’.

Assemble the
spinner and place
it in reach of all
players.

Looking at the fact file, each 
player selects one of the 
four-piece bug jigsaws.

Each player puts the 
four pieces of their 
jigsaw, number side 
up, beside them.

Bug Hunters Fact File

Shieldbug

Size: 10 - 15mm

Where to find: Woods, parks and gardens

When to find: Early summer to late autumn  

Food: Plant sap and leaves

Cinnabar Moth 

Size: 34 - 46mm

Where to find: Woods, parks and coastal areas

When to find: Summer  

Food: Insects and Common Ragwort plants

Honeybee

Size: 12 - 15mm

Where to find: Anywhere with lots of flowers

When to find: Early spring to autumn  

Food: Pollen and nectar from flowers

Earwig 

Size: 10 - 15mm

Where to find: Compost heaps and woods

When to find: Spring to autumn  

Food: Plants, flowers and small insects

Collect the leaves2
Every player takes the number of leaves from the 
‘compost pile’ as shown on the spinner.

To play1
The youngest player 
starts by spinning 
the spinner.
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Turn over and count the bugs3
All players turn over their leaf cards and 
count the bugs.
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The winner3
The winner is the 
first person to 
complete their 
bug jigsaw.

Other players may 
wish to continue 
playing until all 
jigsaws are 
complete.

The player/players with the
most bugs can begin to build their 
four-piece jigsaw, beginning with the 
number ‘1’ piece. As the game progresses, 
the remaining jigsaw pieces should be 
added in the correct number
order - 2, 3, 4.
Note: if two or more players count the
same number of bugs, these players
can add a piece to their bug jigsaw.

Mix up the leaves5
Return all of the leaf cards
to the ‘compost pile’, leaf
side up and mix them up.
Play then resumes.

Use the fact file to discover facts about the bugs that feature on the jigsaws
Bug Hunters Fact File

Shieldbug
Size: 10 - 15mm

Where to find: Woods, parks and gardens

When to find: Early summer to late autumn  

Food: Plant sap and leaves

Cinnabar Moth 

Size: 34 - 46mm

Where to find: Woodlands, parks, gardens & coastal areas

When to find: Summer  

Food: The caterpillars love Common Ragwort plants

Honeybee

Size: 12 - 15mm

Where to find: Anywhere with lots of flowers

When to find: Early spring to autumn  

Food: Pollen and nectar from flowers

Earwig 

Size: 10 - 15mm

Where to find: Compost heaps, rock piles & woodlands

When to find: Spring to autumn  

Food: Plants, flowers & small insects

Get an adult to 
hide the bug 
cards around 
the house.

All the players look 
and see if they can 
find the bugs.

Using a wipeable pen* tick the 
bugs o� as they are found, on the 
checklist
included.
* Wipeable pen

not included 

The winner is the player 
who has collected the 
most bugs once
they have all
been found!

Bug Hunters Checklist

Shieldbug Snail Bee Earwig

Woodlouse Ant Butterfly Spider

Ladybird Centipede Caterpillar Wasp

Water Boatman Beetle Dragonfly Fly

Additional
checklists
can be
printed from
our website.

For
added fun...

Have a
bug hunt!

Make your bug jigsaw5

  


